Empirical Modeling and Impact of Transient Effects on the Mean Sea Level Trend Estimates from the Global Tide Gauge Data
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Abstract:
The mean sea level trend estimates from shorter records (less than 50 years) are easily influenced by a number of additional transient effects including atmospheric pressure variations, interannual and decadal changes in the mean sea level or various station dependent disturbances, which are not always accounted for in previous studies because their influences may be negligible for stations longer than 100 years or simply such information may not have been available. In this study, we detected and modeled 8,072 transient changes (a nearly periodic, or non-periodic variation, a shift or an episodic change in the mean sea level that may last several months or longer) from all of the globally distributed 1,862 tide gauge stations with approximately 47,000 years of tide gauge data in the Permanent Service Mean Sea Level repository. It was shown that 1,264 out of 1,862 globally distributed tide gauge station solutions were affected significantly by modeling transient changes in the mean sea level. The solutions $R^2$ values improved at a 95% confidence level with the inclusion of new empirical model parameters representing transient changes as mean shifts as well as the trend estimates that fall within [-1 to +3] mm/year interval.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the global and local mean sea level (MSL) changes is important for global climate change studies. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reported that global average sea level rose at an average rate of 1.8 [1.3 to 2.3] mm per year over 1961 to 2003 and at an average rate of about 3.1 [2.4 to 3.8] mm per year from 1993 to 2003 (IPCC, 2007), which largely relied on the long-term (>50 years) tide gauge records distributed around the world (Bindoff et al., 2007).

The recent MSL trend analyses use the data sets extracted from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) repository (Woodworth & Player 2003). In these studies, the number of available tide gauge (TG) records is restricted by the different selection criteria such as completeness of the records, referencing to different geographic regions, exclusion of records in tectonically active regions (Gutenberg 1941; Fairbridge & Krebs 1962; Gornitz et al. 1982; Barnett 1983a; Peltier & Tushingham 1989; Douglas 1991), by the record lengths (Gornitz et al. 1982; Gornitz & Lebedeff 1987; Barnett 1983a; Douglas 1991), and as a result of careful corrections and verification of tide gauge vertical datum and benchmark changes. Currently, only less than 10% of the existing tide gauge records span over 100 years and the restricted number of globally distributed tide gauge stations biases the global MSL trend estimates, thereby there is an urgent need for the use of additional tide gauge stations with shorter records. Nevertheless, the estimates from shorter records are easily influenced by unmodeled effects.
such as local and regional interannual or decadal fluctuations in the MSL which cannot be eliminated or reduced effectively using tide gauge data averaged over long times intervals (Iz 2006).

In this study, we examine the existing PSMSL tide gauge records and show that 1,264 out of 1,862 globally distributed tide gauge stations in the PSMSL repository are significantly influenced by transient MSL changes, sometimes abrupt, but mostly subtle MSL transient variations that are difficult to detect. These changes occur, in addition to the well-known periodic MSL variations due to ocean tides, not well known variations caused by lunar nodal spectrum and changes, long-term mass, and volume changes due to melting of ice and thermal expansion, salinity, etc. Some of these changes are induced by almost periodic components of air pressure variations, global and regional temperature changes, interannual and decadal variations in ocean circulation including wind, episodic sea level changes caused by eddies, thermal and salinity (steric) variations, nearby ice-sheet/glacier melt or river discharges, changes in the ocean basin due to the processes including glacial isostatic adjustment or tectonics. Local vertical crustal movements due to tectonic motion, anthropogenic subsidence and glacial isostatic adjustment, elastic loading from atmospheric, tide, or hydrologic loading, also affect the tide gauge records (Vaniček 1978). Furthermore, some of these records experience different changes caused by instrument or benchmark replacements, and all of them are subject to random measurement errors at each station.

The response of the MSL to these effects can be modeled if additional information exists. The impact of pressure variations, for instance, can be included in the model if local atmospheric pressure data is available (Iz & Shum 1998, Ponte 2006). In other cases, such data are hard to come by for all of the tide gauge stations. In the absence of auxiliary information about their sources, changes in the MSL can be modeled empirically to alleviate their impact on the estimation of local MSL trends. However, these changes are sometimes not visually discernable and buried in the noise of the tide gauge data and they may still have an impact on the MSL trend estimates (Iz 2006).

In this list of factors that affect the MSL time series, periodic variations are represented by trigonometric series in modeling the tide gauge data whereas aperiodic (transient) or almost periodic (episodic) MSL changes require additional information that is not always available for all of the tide gauge series.

Iz (2006) quantified that the impact of transient or episodic changes on trend estimates may be negligible for very long data series (longer than 100 years) but influential for shorter series up to 0.5 mm/year as a function of series length, the epoch of the transient effect and its magnitude. Because of the availability of spatially well-distributed stations is equally important for monitoring global MSL changes as well as availability of long records, shorter series can also be used in the pool of tide gauge stations for the analysis of global MSL studies by improving the current models, which are appropriate for the long series but not the shorter ones.

In the following sections, we concentrate on modeling the transient or episodic variations in the MSL. We first give an example in which the tide gauge data were contaminated with transient or episodic changes and discuss an algorithm to detect the presence of these variations and their starting epochs. Subsequently, we establish a model which is blind to the source of the transient effects but account for their lump-sum impact on the MSL trend. These changes are represented by binary (indicator) variables together with trend parameters and trigonometric functions representing the periodic changes in the data. A comparison of a sample solution with and without modeling transient changes demonstrates that systematic effects may unduly bias the trend estimates and influence the solution statistics. Another nearby tide gauge station series is also analyzed to validate the new model. Finally, we use the newly parameterized model for solving the local trend estimates for all the 1,862 stations with the metric tide gauge data in the PSMSL repository including almost all of the global tide gauge station records and analyze the results.

2. Modeling of MSL Tide gauge Data for Local Trend Estimation

The following trigonometric model can be used to explain a number of periodic variations in the PSMSL data including a long trend.

\[ y_t = a + b(t - \bar{t}) + \sum_{b=1}^{3} \left[ c_b \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{P_b} (t - \bar{t}) \right) + d_b \sin \left( \frac{2\pi}{P_b} (t - \bar{t}) \right) \right] + e_t \tag{1} \]

In this expression, \( y_t \) represents the monthly averaged PSMSL time series data, \( a \) is the y-intercept, \( b \) represents the local MSL trend, \( \bar{t} \) is the time tag for the averaged values of the tide gauge data, and \( t \) refers to the middle epoch of the series. The Greek letters \( c \) and \( d \) represent the magnitudes of periodic functions due to the tidal constituents with periods, \( P_b \), including semi-annual, annual, and nodal (18.6 years) periods.

The random variable \( e_t \) represents the lump-sum effect of random instrument errors and unmodeled stochastic effects in the MSL with the following properties:

\[ E[e_t] = 0, \quad Var[e_t] = \sigma^2. \tag{2} \]

The current solutions assume that the errors are not serially correlated and stationary in time.

The unknown parameters in the above formulation can be estimated from the tide gauge data using the least squares method. The influence of the unmodeled random or systematic effects attenuates with averaging, thereby reducing their impact on the solution. In this solution, unmodeled periodic and almost-periodic variations, if present, are either absorbed by the coefficients of the existing trigonometric model parameters or present in the residuals without significantly biasing the trend estimates. However,
A trend estimate is biased by a transient effect if it is not included in the model. In the above cases, a 100 mm MSL change occurs at the beginning and at the end of each series of different length, and lasts for 6 months and 2 years, respectively (Iz 2006).

In this graph, the magnitude of the trend estimate bias is a function of the location of a transient MSL change in the series for two scenarios. In the first case, the change occurs at the end of the series, and lasts 6 months; in the latter, it lasts for 2 years (Iz 2006).

Figure 1. A trend estimate is biased by a transient effect if it is not included in the model. In the above cases, a 100 mm MSL change occurs at the beginning and at the end of each series of different length, and lasts for 6 months and 2 years, respectively (Iz 2006).

Figure 2. In this graph, the magnitude of the trend estimate bias is a function of the location of a transient MSL change in the series for two scenarios. In the first case, the change occurs at the end of the series, and lasts 6 months; in the latter, it lasts for 2 years (Iz 2006).

3. Detection and Modeling of Transient Changes in Tide Gauge Series: A Sample Solution

In this section, the tide gauge data (Fig. 3), Port Jefferson in the USA, from the PSMSL repository is analyzed as an example to demonstrate the detection and estimation of transient change in the MSL. Another nearby station series, New York City USA, is also considered to validate the new model results. The nearby station tide gauge series coincidentally were not influenced by any transient changes during the same overlapping period with the Port Jefferson station tide gauge data series.

PSMSL considers the Port Jefferson Metric and RLR records to be the same, apart from an overall offset, and classifies it as a good record (Woodworth 2005). The data set spans over 33 years and may contribute to the pool of tide gauge stations in the study of global MSL.

The local trend of the model given by (1) from the Port Jefferson, USA tide gauge station data was estimated using the ordinary least squares solution. The model includes semi-annual, annual, and nodal MSL variations in addition to the trend and the intercept. The estimated trend is 1.9 mm/year with a standard deviation of 0.3 mm/year (Table 1). The $R^2$ value (the coefficient of determination) of the solution indicates that the model can only explain up to 50% of the variation in the tide gauge data which is not a very impressive model performance. Fig. 4 shows the residuals of the solution (RMS=53.2 mm) which are now free from any periodic changes in the MSL, but may be contaminated by a number of transient variations, which are also visually evident in the residuals, whose starting epochs can be detected by statistical methods.

In this study, we use the Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) method for the detection of starting epochs, change point (CP) of transient or episodic change in the MSL (mean shifts), from the residuals of solution models that do not include the parameters for such effects. Although there are a number of competing methods for
We introduce binary variables into the model (1) for this purpose. The new independent variables are linked to the unknown coefficients which represent the magnitude of the linear changes in the MSL (mean shifts). Binary variables, also known as dummy or indicator variables in statistical applications (Neter et al. 1996), take the value 0 if there are no changes in the mean of tide gauge data or 1 when there is a change in the MSL for a period of time until the next change occurs.

Taking into consideration the statistically significant MSL changes and their epochs that are determined from the CUSUM analysis of residuals of the previous solution, we formulate a new model for the tide gauge observations at the Port Jefferson station as,

\[ r(t) = a_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \Delta a_i \delta_i + b(t - \bar{t}) \]

\[ + \sum_{h=1}^{3} \alpha_h \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{P_h} \right) (t - \bar{t}) + \gamma_h \sin \left( \frac{2\pi}{P_h} \right) (t - \bar{t}) \]

\[ + \varepsilon_t \]

In the above expression, \( \delta_i \) is the binary variable which is 0 for a tide gauge record if there is no change in the residuals of observations, and 1 if there is a change in the mean value of the residuals of observations as determined by an earlier solution using equation (1), and CUSUM analysis. If the total number of CPs (mean shifts) is denoted by \( n \), then \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), and \( \Delta a_i \) is the amount of MSL change to be estimated with respect to the previous change in the MSL for the \( i^{th} \) station data at an epoch \( t \). Note that this estimate can also be made to refer to a change with respect to a datum defined by the intercept with an appropriate arrangement of the elements in the design matrix of the observation equations.

This model is used again to estimate the unknown parameters, including the mean shift parameters from the Port Jefferson tide gauge station data. The new model for the Port Jefferson data has now 6 additional parameters. In this solution, modeling the mean shifts resulted in a substantial 58 % decrease in the trend estimate from 1.9 mm/year down to 0.8 mm/year, despite the modest 5% improvement in the \( R^2 \) and the RMS values of the residuals (Table 1). This is partly because the new models, a more realistic representative of the data, enabled a better separation of the trend parameter from the other model parameters, and mostly because two of the 6 CPs are located at both ends of the series which are influential in estimating the MSL trend (Iz and Shum 2000, Iz 2006).

The residuals displayed in Fig. 6 are now free from marked systematic variations that were present in the earlier solution’s residuals. This sample solution demonstrates that transient MSL variations, if not included in the solutions, can significantly influence the trend estimates as also shown theoretically by Iz (2006) for series as long as 40 to 50 years.

Notwithstanding the marked changes in the estimates and the improvement in the coefficient of variations, there is a slight increase...
in the standard error of the newly estimated trend parameter (0.3 vs 0.4 mm/year in Table 1), a phenomenon which also exists in other solutions to be reported in subsequent sections. The introduction of the change points as new parameters in the new models increased the standard errors of the trend estimates and seems counterintuitive at first glance since one would expect improvements in the standard error to decrease rather than increase in magnitude. Yet, as it was shown by Potluri (1971) that, we quote his Theorem 2: In the classical regression model, omission of a variable specified by the truth decreases the variance of all the least square estimates. Hence, if our equation 3, which is a trigonometric regression model, is the true model, then the omission of the CPs will decrease the standard errors of the estimates. Moreover, it is also well known that even the introduction of spurious parameters do not bias the estimates in a least squares solution as long as the new parameters do not create harmful collinearity. In any case, we analyzed another nearby tide gauge station data to validate the new model solution which is the topic of the next section.

4. Model Validation

The New York City USA tide gauge station is located approximately 100 km away from the Port Jefferson station. Its time series data shown in Fig. 7 were analyzed to validate the new model solution. Both series are in close agreement over the common 33 year period and exhibit a strong correlation, 0.93, (Fig. 8) because of their proximity.

Table 1 shows the trend estimates for the New York City tide gauge series using models with and without CPs parameterization data for the overlapping 1958-1991 period. As it turned out, there are no statistically significant CPs in the New York City time series during the 33 years period, which also suggest that the mean shifts in the Port Jefferson data are station specific changes rather than caused by major unmodeled climatic disturbances.

Table 1. Solution statistics with and without transient changes for modeled (CP) for the Port Jefferson and New York City TG time series data. The bootstrapped probabilities for all the CPs are larger than 99 %. Note that there are no statistically significant CPs detected in the New York City time series during the 33 years period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Name</th>
<th>Series Length</th>
<th>Port Jefferson, USA</th>
<th>New York City, USA 33 Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No CP</td>
<td>6 CPs</td>
<td>No CPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS residuals (mm)</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend (mm/year)</td>
<td>1.9±0.3</td>
<td>0.8±0.4</td>
<td>1.0±0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The 0.9 mm/year difference in the estimated Port Jefferson and New York City tide gauge solutions (1.9 ± 0.3 and 1.0 ± 0.3 mm/year respectively) without modeling CPs is statistically different as revealed by a two-tailed t-test at 95% confidence level. For the new model solution however, the trend estimate for the Port Jefferson station is 0.8 ± 0.4 mm/year is in better agreement with the 1.0 ± 0.3 mm/year New York City trend and the null-hypothesis for the 0.2 mm/year difference in the trends cannot be rejected at 95% confidence level using a two-tailed t-test. These results support unequivocally the appropriateness of the new model parameterization using transient effects. In the next section, we extend the new modeling and analysis approach in detecting the transient changes in the MSL in the series, and in estimating the local MSL trends for all of the globally distributed tide gauge stations in the PSMSL repository.

5. Global Tide Gauge Data used in the Analysis of MSL Trend Estimates with Empirically Modeled Transient Effects

Permanent Mean Sea Level, PSMSL, repository maintains a tide gauge database from over 1800 stations since 1933. About 200 national authorities around the world provide data to PSMSL in the monthly and yearly formats. Until February 2001, PSMSL contained more than 47,000 station-years of sea level data and received approximately 2,000 station-years of data each year (Woodworth & Pleyer 2003). PSMSL offers Metric and Revised Local Reference (RLR) data (Permanent Service for MSL 2001). Metric data is the raw data directly received from the authorities. The RLR data contains monthly and annual MSL data referenced to a common datum. The datum is defined 7 m below the global MSL to avoid negative monthly and annual MSL values. Only two-thirds of the stations in the PSMSL database, however, have been adjusted to a common datum. The recent MSL trend analyses use the data sets extracted from the PSMSL repository. The earlier studies utilize the Revised Local Reference (RLR) data set, which contains those stations that passed a consistency check. At each station, the RLR data are reduced to a common datum according to their benchmark histories by the PSMSL. Currently, only about two-thirds of the stations are converted into the RLR data set.

In the following solutions, all of the monthly PSMSL Metric data are used because the new models can accommodate most of the problem areas in this complete data set. This is the entire data in the repository in 2001, which span records up to 181 years for various stations for a total of 1,862 tide gauge stations.

6. Estimated Mean Shift Parameters

Two sets of solutions were calculated for comparison using models based on (1) and (3) for all the globally distributed tide gauge stations as we did in the previous sections for the Port Jefferson tide gauge station data. The first solution is a special case of the second one in which all of the binary variables are set to zero, i.e., it is assumed that there are no transient changes in the series and the second solution includes all of the statistically significant CPs (at 95% confidence level) calculated from the residuals of the first solution. As before, the random tide gauge data errors were assumed to be homogeneous with zero expected values as described by (2).

The solutions show that 1,264 stations were affected by transient changes out of 1,862 tide gauge stations in the repository (68%). Overall, 8,072 statistically significant CPs are detected at 95% confidence level for the 1,264 stations with an average of 2 CPs per station per decade. Fig. 9, the histogram of the estimated magnitudes of the transient changes in the MSL, exhibits a nearly zero mean bell shaped distribution and contaminated with a number of very large variations on both tails, which can be attributed to datum changes due to instrument relocations, subsidence, etc., because of their unusually larger magnitudes (remember that we are using the large pool of metric data rather than the reduced level data from the PSMSL repository). The 6.7% of the estimated mean shifts at statistically significant CPs falls within a [-15, +15] cm interval. This result is in agreement with the transient changes induced by eddies, temperature, and pressure variations to nearby tide gauge stations and shows an overall equilibrium for the globally distributed tide gauge stations (Hugh 2004).

Fig. 10 is a snapshot of the distribution of the cumulative sum of estimated mean shift parameters at each station calculated for all 1,264 stations. Over 86% of the stations' cumulative mean shift estimates are within a [-15, +15] cm interval. The large number of mean shifts at the tail values is again likely to be due to the same station location-specific events, such as instrument relocation, that are more persistent, rather than transient in nature. The observed symmetry in the histogram of the cumulative mean shifts at each station (Fig. 10) is indicative of a global equilibrium in the transient MSL changes that are experienced by the tide gauge stations all over the world.

As far as the standard errors of the estimated mean shift parameters are concerned, over 75% of them are below ±3 cm as shown in Fig. 11. Only 14% of the standardized mean shift estimates, which are calculated by dividing the estimates by their standard deviations, fall within the interval of a ±1 signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 12) evidencing the widespread statistically significant presence of transient changes in the MSL globally.

6.1. Estimated MSL Trend Parameters

The histogram in Fig. 13 displays the magnitudes of the local MSL trend estimates calculated from two different solutions for all of the global 1862 stations using equation (1) and (3), with and without CPs included. Although only 1,264 stations are affected by the CPs, the histogram is created including all stations to give a better overview for the effect of the modeling transient changes in the MSL.
The impact of modeling transient changes in the MSL is an overall change in the magnitudes of MSL trend estimates which fall within the interval [-1, +3] mm/year as illustrated in Fig. 13, which refers to the estimates as obtained directly from the least squares solutions. The number of trend estimates within this interval was decreased with the inclusion of the transient changes in the models. The effect of post glacial rebound, PGR calculated from the ICE-4G (VM2) model (Peltier 1994, 1996, 1998, 2001), is included in Fig. 14. Almost all of the changes in the MSL trends occur for shorter tide gauge series as shown Fig. 15, which is produced using the difference of the trend estimates calculated with model solutions with and without parameterization for transient effects. This is not a surprising result considering the theoretically demonstrated dependency of the unmodeled MSL level variations on the series length (Iz 2006). If we assume that the model solutions with transient effects are better, then the difference between them and the model solutions that use the transient change as models parameters is the model bias due to the omission of the effect of the transient changes in the MSL. Given the fact that almost all of the differences in Fig. 15 follow the same trend defined by the theoretically expected bias in the estimates (scaled solid line) as a result of unmodeled systematic effects displayed in Fig. 1, support this assumption.

Table 2 shows 21 tide gauge stations’ estimated trends sampled from nine oceanic regions together with their estimates from previous studies. The trend columns in Table 2 are the estimated MSL trends in mm/year with and without CPs. All of the trend values are corrected for the effect of PGR calculated from the ICE-4G (VM2) model (Peltier 1994, 1996, 1998, 2001). Some of the...
station trends change significantly with the application of the ICE-4G model for PGR. There are also significant differences between with CP and without CP solutions. Nevertheless, those solutions with CPs that are in better agreement with the previous estimates may have included data such as atmospheric pressure to account for the effect of transient changes. The differences between earlier solutions and the solutions generated in this study, where transient MSL variations are not modeled in both cases, are mostly due to the additional data (over a decade) in the current solutions which are influential on the estimates (see Shum 1998, and Iz 2006 for further discussions on the end effects of data in tide gauge series).

7. Coefficient of Determination and Model Performance

The $R^2$ values using both models were also calculated for all of the tide gauge stations data in the PSMSL repository to assess how well the models explain the MSL variability in the tide gauge series -- the closer is the $R^2$ to unity, the better the fit (Neter et al. 1996). In this application however, larger $R^2$ values also ensure that the estimates are biased less and their uncertainties are more reliable because unmodeled systematic effects have considerable impact on the solution (Iz 2006).

Fig. 16 shows the $R^2$ values of 1,862 station solutions using both models. Among all 1,862 stations, 1,264 stations solutions are improved as a result of modeling transient variations that are significant at a 95% confidence level. The improvements over half of the 1,264 stations are below 20% change in the $R^2$ values, while the remaining improvements reach over 90%.

8. Conclusion

We have used CUSUM charts to detect transient changes in the MSL as indicated by CPs. We have developed statistical models that incorporate these effects and validated the trend estimates by comparing them to the estimates from a nearby tide gauge series free from transient effects. We subsequently showed that MSL for 1,264 out of 1,862 tide gauge stations in the PSML repository are contaminated with transient effects.

We have modeled, estimated, and demonstrated, as evidenced in Fig. 1 that unmodeled transient changes affect local MSL trends depending on the magnitude, location of the effects, and length of the tide gauge series as also explained theoretically in Iz (2006). Modeling of transient changes in the MSL also improved the $R^2$
values, which ensure that the estimates are less biased and their uncertainties are more reliable. Modeling transient changes in the MSL had also an overall impact on the magnitudes of MSL trend estimates that fall within the interval [-1, +3] mm/year. The number of trend estimates within this interval, which also overlaps with the interval reported by Bindoff et al (2007) for the global MSL, decreased with the inclusion of the transient changes in the models.

The presence of large number of statistically significant transient MSL changes in the tide gauge data (8,072 CPs) and their impact...
CP analysis complements the CUSUM charts by trying to answer the following questions: Did a change occur? Did more than one change occur? When did any changes occur? With what confidence can we conclude that a change occurred?

Consider the cumulative sums, $s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_n$, that are calculated from data $x_1, \ldots, x_n$, which are assumed to be random in nature, as follows:

$$s_i = s_{i-1} + (x_i - \bar{x}), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where,

$$s_0 = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{x} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}{n}. \quad \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Plots of CUSUMs against $i$ generate CUSUM charts. If there are no changes in the mean, CUSUM charts display a steady straight path, since the data is random in nature. Otherwise, a segment of the CUSUM chart with an upward slope indicates a period where the values tend to be above average or a segment with a downward slope indicates a period of time where the values tend to be below the overall average.

A sudden change $s_{diff}$ in the slope of the CUSUM occurs with a sudden shift in the average. The magnitude of the sudden change, $|s_{diff}|$, can be estimated from

$$s_{diff} = \max_{i=0,\ldots,n} s_i - \min_{i=0,\ldots,n} s_i \quad \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

A bootstrap analysis by random reordering of the elements of the series with replacement (Efron & Tibshirani 1993) gives the confidence level whether a mean shift has occurred. $s_{diff}$ calculated from a large number of bootstrapped series tends to stay at about zero or the mean value of the series when compared with the $s_{diff}^{original}$ of the original series. Hence, a total of $N$ bootstraps, for which $p$ is the number of bootstraps with $s_{diff} < s_{diff}^{original}$, gives the confidence level as

$$\text{Confidence level} = 100 \times \frac{p}{N}. \quad \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

A high confidence level is strong evidence that a change has indeed occurred. Once a change has been detected, the location of the change needs to be detected. Among others, a natural and simple approach is to use the following expression:

$$s_m = \max_{i=1,\ldots,n} |S_i| \quad \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where $s_m$ is the point furthest from zero in the CUSUM chart. The $m^{th}$ point gives the last data before the change occurred and the $m + 1$ point refers to the first data after the change.

The whole procedure can be applied to the series that are generated by replacing the original data with their ranks. This approach is more resistant to the outliers and large variations in the data, which was the preferred approach in this study.
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